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Protect your network from viruses, malware and malicious activity with Kerio Control. This 
easy-to-administer security solution includes a next-generation firewall and router, intrusion      
detection and prevention (IPS), gateway antivirus, VPN, and web content and application filtering. 
These comprehensive capabilities, with unmatched deployment flexibility, make Kerio Control 
the ideal choice for small and mid-sized businesses.

Preserve the Integrity of Your Network
 ■ Protect your servers with deep packet inspection 

and advanced networking routing—including 
simultaneous support for IPv4 and IPv6. 

 ■ Create both in and outbound traffic policies, 
restricting communication by specific URL, 
application, traffic type, content category and even 
time of day.

 ■ Add a transparent layer of intrusion prevention 
with Snort-based analysis and a regularly refreshed 
database of rules and blacklisted IP addresses.

 ■ Prevent viruses, worms, Trojans and spyware from 
entering your network with optionally integrated Kerio Antivirus service

 ■ Secure your client-to-site connections with Kerio’s high-performance, configuration-free 
VPN client—or use an industry-standard IPsec VPN client, such as those pre-loaded on 
mobile devices.

 ■ To create secure, high-performance server-to-server connections between offices 
running Kerio Control, use Kerio’s superior, easy-to-setup VPN technology.  Or, to create 
a secure VPN connection to a remote office without Kerio Control deployed, use the 
industry-standard IPsec VPN protocol.

Manage Bandwidth to Streamline Traffic Flow
 ■ Prioritize and monitor network traffic to 

guarantee high-speed transmission for your most 
important traffic types.

 ■ Distribute Internet traffic across multiple links 
with Internet Link load balancing, automatically 
disabling and re-enabling links to ensure 
continuous Internet access.

 ■ Protect your network from bandwidth-hogging web and application traffic such as 
streaming video or block peer-to-peer networks.

 Protect network integrity 
through deep packet 
inspection, advanced routing, 
intrusion prevention and a 
high-performance VPN client

 Manage bandwidth via 
prioritization and traffic 
monitoring, Internet link 
load balancing and limiting 
access to streaming video and         
peer-to-peer networks

 Industry-leading web 
content and application 
filtering across 141 categories 
plus the ability to view 
individual users’ internet 
activity through detailed 
reports

 Easy fast administration 
from the desktop or a tablet 
with Kerio Control’s intuitive      
web-based interface

 Rapid simple deployment in 
any IT environment through 
hardware, software and virtual 
options

Unified Threat Management 
Without Complexity



Improve Productivity with Industry-Leading Web, 
Content and Application Filtering

 ■ Selectively block, allow or log access to 141 continuously updated categories of 
content and applications with the optional Kerio Control Web Filter w/ application 
awareness.

 ■ View individual users’ Internet activity, refine traffic-shaping rules and more with 
automatic, detailed reports from Kerio Control Statistics sent to your email inbox. 

 ■ Use insights from reporting to limit legal liability and improve productivity by 
blocking access to sites, applications and content categories or limiting it to 
specific time of day, users/user groups and user locations. 

Administer Quickly and Easily—Anytime, Anywhere
 ■ Access security settings, manage users and bandwidth and set traffic policies 

safely and securely from a customizable web-based interface.

 ■ Manage Kerio Control from your desktop or remotely from a tablet device. 

 ■ Stay in control of all your Kerio deployments from anywhere using MyKerio. 
Manage multiple Kerio Control deployments through a complimentary centralized 
web interface providing consolidated system information, automatic configuration 
backup, status monitoring, system notifications and complete remote 
configuration.

 ■ Get notifications straight to your mobile device with the MyKerio app for Android, 
iPhone and Apple Watch. You can be confident your Kerio deployments are online 
and if the status changes, you will be the first to know.
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Deploy Rapidly in Any IT Environment
 ■ Avoid the issues caused by conflicting applications and vulnerable system services by 

deploying the Kerio Control software appliance – a bare metal installation on the hardware 
of your choice. 

 ■ Integrate the Kerio Control virtual appliance, pre-configured with Kerio Control software 
and a hardened OS, into your VMware environment - without requiring new hardware - 
and consolidate multiple single-purpose servers and applications into a single box. 

 ■ Leverage Kerio Control’s product features with a Kerio Control hardware appliance, a 
stable, solid-state appliance that is pre-configured with Kerio Control software and a 
hardened OS. Remote deployment of hardware appliances is easier and faster than ever 
before, with self-provisioning capabilities through MyKerio.
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